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Abstract—Warehouse logistics is a rapidly growing market for
robots. However, one key procedure that has not received much
attention is the unwrapping of pallets to prepare them for objects
picking. In fact, to prevent the goods from falling and to protect
them, pallets are normally wrapped in plastic when they enter
the warehouse. Currently, unwrapping is mainly performed by
human operators, due to the complexity of its planning and
control phases. Autonomous solutions exist, but usually they are
designed for specific situations, require a large footprint and are
characterized by low flexibility. In this work, we propose a novel
integrated robotic solution for autonomous plastic film removal
relying on an impedance-controlled robot. The main contribution
is twofold: on one side, a strategy to plan Cartesian impedance
and trajectory to execute the cut without damaging the goods
is discussed; on the other side, we present a cutting device that
we designed for this purpose. The proposed solution presents
the characteristics of high versatility and the need for a reduced
footprint, due to the adopted technologies and the integration
with a mobile base. Experimental results are shown to validate
the proposed approach.

Index Terms—Logistics, Compliance and Impedance Control,
Industrial Robots, Automatic Unwrapping

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBOTICS-LOGISTICS, the field of logistic processes

automated by robotic solutions, is divided in four main

phases, as discusses in [1] and [2]: Pallet Unloading, De-

palletizing, Palletizing, and Pallet Loading. Intralogistics refers

to the management and optimization of the internal flow

of goods, that includes De-palletizing and Palletizing phases

within a company premises [2], [3], [4].

According to a 2014 study from the Freedonia Group [5],

the number of pallets in use globally were projected to grow
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the envisioned system: the perception system acquires
information of the pallet (pp) and provides an estimate to the planning
algorithm (p̂p), which computes reference trajectory and Cartesian impedance
(pd,K) for the impedance-controlled robot mounted on a mobile base and
equipped with the custom cutting end-effector.

up to 9.9 billion units through 2017, with an annual expected

increase of 4.6 percent. More recent studies ([6], [7]) confirm

the increasing trend in the global sales of pallets, and forecast

a CAGR1 up to 5.4% until 2025.

Given such numbers, it is easy to understand how, to-

day, intralogistic services are required to respond quickly to

evolving market needs. To meet these requirements, logistics

stakeholders demand a new generation of intralogistic systems

that are flexible, efficient, and safe in environments shared with

humans.

This work focuses on the unwrapping, the first task of the

intralogistic process, a preliminary and necessary removal of

the plastic film enclosing the pallettized goods in order to make

them accessible for manipulation.

Due to the perception and control challenges of this task

(for a detailed discussion see Sec. III), unwrapping is particu-

larly far from complete automation in the current industrial

scenario. The very few examples of autonomous solutions

(described in Sec. II) suffer from two major limitations: they

are bulky machines limiting the efficiency of the warehouse,

and are only suitable for properly designed pallets.

In this paper, we propose a novel solution to automatic

unwrapping (see Fig.1), composed by a perception system,

an impedance-controlled robot mounted on a mobile base,

1Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is a business and investing specific
term for the geometric progression ratio that provides a constant rate of return
over the time period.
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(a) Lateral wrapping
(Case1)

(b) {Incomplete top
wrapping (Case2)

(c) Complete wrap-
ping (Case3)

Fig. 2. Examples of different wrapping cases: the film covers only the lateral
surface of the pallet (a), the film also covers the top surface partially (b), the
film covers the lateral and the top surface entirely (c).

a custom cutter end-effector (e.e.), and a planning strategy.

Compared to the state of the art solutions, our proposal has

a small footprint and it is mobile, hence can be relocated to

maximize the warehouse efficiency. Furthermore, even if at

the present state we handle rectangular pallets only (which

however covers a large range of practical situations), the

system is intended to cope with pallets having a wide variety

of stacking configurations (cylinders, and arbitrarily shaped

pallets in general). The main contribution is twofold: on one

side a strategy to plan Cartesian impedance and trajectory

to effectively execute the cut of the wrapping film without

damaging the goods under uncertain conditions (presented in

Sec. IV and V); on the other side a cutting device is presented

in Sec. VI, which has been designed for this purpose after

extensive experimental tests of existing tools featuring differ-

ent working principles (results are reported in the Appendix).

Among the three ways in which a pallet may be wrapped (see

Fig. 2), the complete wrapping is equivalent to the incomplete

top wrapping, provided that a hole is created in the film

covering the top face. The proposed solution has been tested

in the lateral wrapping, and in the incomplete top wrapping

cases, showing a success rate of 100% and 78%, respectively.

The results of the experiments are presented and discussed in

Sec. VII. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Sec. VIII, with

an overview of planned future work.

II. STATE OF ART

Integrated solutions for automatic depalletizers, i.e. ma-

chines that accomplish the unwrapping phase and the un-

packing of the palletized object, require the presence of a

human operator for the unwrapping phase2. However, auto-

matic unwrapping solutions are available in the industry. An

example is the MSK3 fully automatic unwrapping machine,

which is composed of a portal frame under which the pallet

to be unwrapped is placed. A large metal structure cuts the

wrapping sheet. After that, a cylinder that is connected to the

portal rotates around the pallet and winds the sheet. Finally,

the sheet is suctioned under the machine to free the cylinder

for the next operation. Another example is the BWContainer

Systems4 automatic unwrapping machine, composed of two

2See e.g. http://www.maspack.com/en/product/tato-r-400-bpm/.
3https://www.mskcovertech.com/solutions/unwrapping-

systems/unwrapping-machine-beverages/
4https://www.bwintegratedsystems.com/machine/material-

handling/destrapping/robotic-unwrapper

large anthropomorphic manipulators. One is responsible for

suctioning the wrapping sheet with vacuum grippers while the

other performs the cut. After the cutting phase is completed,

one arm picks a limb of the wrapping film and places it on a

suction machine that frees the pallet. Further examples apply

to specific objects. Among these, the automatic unwrappers

by Autorema5 and the CSW-Multifeeder6 series are designed

for packets of end-cans.

These machines have two main drawbacks: they are bulky,

thus reducing the surface of the warehouse available to store

products, and they work with a structured and specific design

of the pallet hence limit the flexibility of the system.

III. CHALLENGES TOWARDS FLEXIBLE UNWRAPPING

The unwrapping task can be divided into a sequence of sub-

tasks, namely pallet detection, film detection, film cutting, and

film removal, as represented in Fig. 3

The pallet detection phase has been already addressed in

several previous works. In [8] the authors present ROBOLIFT:

an autonomous fork lift carrier able to perform pallets recog-

nition and to estimate the pallet pose. In [9] an autonomous

outdoor robotic forklift is able to safely engage unknown

pallets, while in [10] the focus is put on the perception system

for autonomous pallet detection to be applied in intralogistic

operations. In [10] the reader can find references to pallet

detection methods based on different working principles, such

as laser scanners, vision-based, or relying on sensor fusion.

The goal of the film detection phase is to estimate which

portion of the surface of the pallet is covered by the wrapping

material. A pallet can be wrapped in three different possible

ways (see Fig.2). In the case named lateral wrapping, only

the lateral surface of the pallet is partially covered by the

film; in the incomplete top wrapping case the lateral surface is

completely covered, while the top surface is partially covered;

in the complete wrapping case also the top surface of the pallet

is completely covered. The challenge in this phase is to reliably

distinguish the plastic film, independently from light condi-

tions, object materials, object colors, film layers. To the best

of our knowledge, plastic film detection is not solved except

for cases with fixed materials and light setups. State-of-the-art

methods for general surface reflectance characterisation [11],

[12] require custom-built light and detector setups. Existing

industrial sensors, such as the SICK OPR20G glare sensor,

only work in very close proximity to the material. Neither of

these approaches allow for easy deployment on a mobile robot

in a warehouse setting. In ongoing work, we are investigating

how to detect plastic also in more general and uncontrolled,

warehouse-like, scenarios. For the present work we assume

that there is a perception module that can detect, with some

variance, which points on a pallet are wrapped and which are

not.

In the film cutting phase the system executes the cutting task

while preserving the integrity of the items. The autonomous

and efficient execution of this phase, which represents an open

problem, is the focus of this work. In this phase the pallet size

5https://autorema.com/en/can-making-industry/
6https://cswbv.com/multifeeder-4/
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(a) pallet detection (b) film detection (c) film cutting (d) film removal

Fig. 3. Four main phases of the unwrapping task. the pallet position and size,(a), and the plastic film distribution, (b), are acquired by a perception system,
then the plastic film is cut, (c) and it is removed,(d).

and pose, together with the distribution of the wrapping film,

should be used to plan and control the system motion. Due

to the variety of items (shape, size, colors, surfaces, etc.) that

can be stacked in the pallets, the information coming from

the perception system will be affected by a certain degree of

uncertainty. This poses two main challenges: ensuring that,

when the robot comes in contact with the objects, it does not

cause them any damage; after establishing the engagement

between the plastic film and the robot end-effector, efficiently

accomplishing the task, possibly keeping the engagement until

the end of the task. Given the tight wrapping, to establish (and

possibly not loosing) the engagement, it is desirable that a

certain level of interaction between the end-effector and the

palletized items is allowed. However, to preserve the integrity

of the items, it is mandatory that the robot does not exert an

interaction force on the goods larger than a given threshold, but

also that the design of the cutter prevents the cutting element

to come in contact with the items.

The film removal phase can be addressed by exploiting one

of the solutions available in the state of the art of automatic

unwrapping: it might be collected and suctioned by a vacuum

machine. However, we will investigate also the possibility of

solving this sub-task exploiting a manipulation system.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. The cutter (grey surface) is represented, with an approximation of
the pallet as a box (blue surface) and the world-fixed frame, {W}. On the
left: a 3-D representation, the dashed line indicates a possible trajectory of
the cutter. On the right: a view in the XZ plane. Virtual impedances Kx and
Kz connect the cutter, point (x, z), with the point on the planned trajectory,
(xd, zd). The dimensions of the pallet lie inside uncertainty regions, whose
bounds are the red dotted lines.

IV. IMPEDANCE PLANNING: PROBLEM STATEMENT

Based on the analysis of the task challenges (reported in

Sec. III), the goal of the planning system is that the end-

effector successfully engages the plastic film and complete

the cutting task without exerting an excessive force on the

palletized items under the uncertainty affecting the knowledge

of pallet position and size, and of the plastic film distribution.

To handle the interaction forces between the cutter and the

objects a pure position control, making the robot stiff during

the physical interaction, is not the most suitable solution, and

would result in a very slow motion required to preserve the

integrity of the goods. To overcome this issue, we choose to

adopt a Cartesian impedance controlled robot. In the literature

several impedance control approaches have been presented

([13], [14]), here we assume that the robot is controlled

by a Cartesian impedance law with reshaping of the inertia

matrix and contact force compensation, as in Sec. 9 of [15].

Considering a point-mass model of the cutter in contact with

the environment, the operational space dynamics of such a

system can be written as:

Md(p̈− p̈d) +D(ṗ− ṗd) +K(p− pd) = Fe + L(p)TF⊥,

L(p)ṗ = 0 (1)

where p(t) = [x(t) y(t) z(t)]T ∈ R
3 is the configuration

vector, ṗ its first time-derivative, p̈ its second time-derivative,

the subscript (·)d denotes the corresponding desired quantities.

Md ∈ R
3×3, D ∈ R

3×3, and K = diag(Kx,Ky,Kz) ∈ R
3×3

are the desired diagonal inertia, damping, and stiffness matri-

ces, respectively; L ∈ R
1×3 identifies the direction orthogonal

to the surface of the pallet at the contact point; F⊥ ∈ R,

with F⊥ ≥ 0, is the constraint reaction force in that direction;

Fe ∈ R
3 is the external force vector.

Assuming a cuboid approximation of the pallet, a scheme

of the cutting task is reported in Fig.4 where h represents

the actual pallet height, and ĥ represents the height estimate

provided by the perception system subject to the uncertainty

∆h; ℓ is the actual pallet length, and ℓ̂ is the length estimate

subject to the uncertainty ∆ℓ.
The problem is to plan both the trajectory and the

impedance. Note that assuming a desired critically damped

behavior of the robot, once K has been set, D and Md are

computed consequently. Hence the problem is reduced to the

planning of K and pd under a set of constraints given by the

bounds on the stiffness and on the contact forces intensity.

V. IMPEDANCE PLANNING: SOLUTION

We now propose a planning strategy in order to au-

tonomously complete the cutting phase of the unwrapping

task. We do not describe the complete wrapping case because
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Fig. 5. Two configurations of the film. Case 1 corresponds to the lateral
wrapping case, and Case 2 to the incomplete wrapping case.

the approach would be the same as for the incomplete top

wrapping, once a hole is produced in the film on the top

face of the pallet, from which initiating the cut. Depending

on the wrapping case the simplest path that the end-effector

may follow is (see Fig. 5):

• Lateral Wrapping: the planned path is composed of a

line on the lateral surface.

• Incomplete Top Wrapping: the planned path is com-

posed of two lines, one on the top surface, and one on

the lateral surface, connected by a rotation on the spot to

correctly orient the cutter blade.

The planning of appropriate stiffness and trajectory is ex-

tremely important to successfully accomplish the task, espe-

cially in the latter case. In fact, wrong planning may lead to

problems as the ones detailed in Fig.6: the cutter may tear off

the plastic film if it rotates too late/is too rigid, and it may

remain stuck against the top surface of the pallet if it rotates

too early.

The problem of planning along the top and along the lateral

surface is exactly dual. Consequently, let us analyze the case

in which the cut is performed on the top surface of the pallet

along the X direction (as in Fig.4). Note that the contact

constraint in this case is represented by L = [0 0 1] with initial

condition z(0) = h and that Fe = [Fx Fy 0]T . Since the

matrices in the dynamics (1) are all diagonal, the dynamic

equations are decoupled. Hence, the problem can be split into

three one dimensional planning problems.

A. Planning in the Direction of the Contact

In this section we address the problem of planning the

stiffness and the trajectory in the direction perpendicular to

the plane of the cut, namely Kz and zd. The problem can be

formulated as:

min
Kz,zd,F⊥

||F⊥|| (2a)

subject to:

Kz(z − zd) = F⊥ (2b)

Kz ≤ Kz ≤ Kz (2c)

0 ≤ F⊥ ≤ F⊥ (2d)

z ≤ z ≤ z (2e)

where (2b) is given by (1) along Z, considering that z is

constant due to the contact constraint, and that zd is chosen

to be constant; equation (2c) is the interval of allowed values

of Kz , with Kz > 0; F⊥ in (2d) is the maximum admissible

value of the interaction force; equation (2e) is the interval

(a) The cutter rotates too late and it is not compliant enough.

(b) The cutter rotates too early.

Fig. 6. Main problems caused by erroneous planning of the stiffness and of
the trajectory.

inside which z lies, and so, being z = h, it holds: z = ĥ−∆h
and z = ĥ+∆h. Constraint (2c) is necessary because too small

values of impedance generate a poor trajectory tracking, due

to non-perfect dynamic compensation (e.g. caused by internal

friction) and external disturbances, while too high values may

result in unstable behavior of the robot. Problem (2) is a robust

optimization problem, being z = h ∈ [ĥ − ∆h, ĥ + ∆h] a

constant but uncertain parameter. The solution to the uncon-

strained problem would be trivially F⊥ = 0. This would mean

to have zd = z, whose exact value we do not know, or to set

Kz = 0, which violates (2c).

On the other hand, for the constrained problem, given the

definition of the cost function, we fix Kz = Kz , so that only

the desired trajectory has to be planned. In [16] the authors

face a robust optimization problem aiming to minimize the

interaction force between a linear system and a manipulated

object; the interaction force is an external force for the system,

that is a linear function of the state and of the control. The

force, to be minimized by planning a desired trajectory (the

impedance value being fixed), is affine in an uncertain param-

eter, which is the full state or part of it, for instance the object

position. Our problem is included in the problems tackled in

[16], where it is shown that the optimization problem can be

split into two deterministic optimization ones, in which the

uncertainty is at its bounds. Moreover, in [16] it is shown

that the worst performing deterministic solution is the solution

also to the robust optimization problem. Consequently, we

solve the two problems where the uncertain parameter is at

its bound. Substituting (2b) into the left hand side of (2d)

leads to Kz(z − zd) ≥ 0, thus:

zd ≤ z. (3)

If we consider now the two deterministic problems

where the uncertain parameter z is at its lower and up-

per bounds, (3) becomes: zd ≤ z in one case, and

zd ≤ z in the other. Consequently, since in order to min-

imize the cost function we desire the value of zd that is

the closest to z, the solutions of the two problems are:
{

zd = z

Kz = Kz

(4),

{

zd = z

Kz = Kz,
(5)

Hence, for what has been said in [16], the solution of

the deterministic problem that we pick is (4), which is the
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Fig. 7. Main components of the cutter end-effector

Fig. 8. On the left, a picture of the cutter prototype; on the right, a version
provided with an handle for the manual use.

worst performing one w.r.t. the cost function. We conclude

that the solution given by (4) is also solution of the robust

optimization problem. Note that condition (4) assures the

contact between the cutter and the pallet in the worst case

scenario, namely when the height of the pallet is the smallest

within the uncertainty bound.

Furthermore, we are able to define a feasibility condition,

that can be used a priory to test if problem (2) admits a

solution. Using (4), and z = z, the right-hand side of constraint

(2d) becomes:

Kz(z − z) ≤ F⊥, (6)

which relates the performance of the perception system (that

determines the displacement between z and z) and the maxi-

mum force that can be exerted on the items. Moreover, it links

these aspects also with the performance of the control, which

is responsible for the definition of the lower bound on Kz .

In fact, the better the dynamic compensation is, the lower the

impedance can be set without suffering from too large position

errors.

B. Planning in the Plane of the Cut

In this section, we address the problem of planning the

stiffness and the trajectory in the plane of the cut, namely xd(t)
and Kx, and yd(t) and Ky . We start from the first two. We

suppose to have a bounded external disturbance Fx = Ff+Fp,

where Ff ≤ µF⊥ is the dynamic friction, being µ a constant

coefficient, and Fp is the force exerted by the plastic film

on the cutter. Both the forces, whose nominal values F̂f

and F̂p are assumed to be known, lie within certain known

bounds. Our control objective is to achieve a bounded steady

state error (bounded by ǫ ∈ R
+) under bounded external

disturbances. xd(0) = X0 and xd(T ) = XT are the initial

and final conditions for the cutter desired trajectory, and we

choose XT = ℓ̂, namely we end the trajectory at the estimated

position of the pallet edge. More specifically, our objective is:

limt→∞ |x(t) − xd(T )| ≤ ǫ. The problem of planning xd(t)
and Kx could be solved in the simplest way by assigning

xd(t) = XT and by increasing the value of Kx until the steady

state error is less than the desired threshold, ǫ. Consider the

case in which the external forces are at their maximum value:

F f and F p, such that their sum gives F x. To ensure that

limt→∞ |x(T )−XT | ≤ ǫ, from the dynamics in steady state

conditions, we have that: Kx ≥ F x/ǫ. Another possibility

is for instance the one that assigns xd = XT + x′
d, where

x′
d = − F̂x

Kx

is a feedforward term that zeroes the steady state

error under nominal conditions (nominal values of Ff and Fp

that sums up to F̂x). If the uncertain value of the external

force is centred around a nominal value different from zero,

this allows to pick a lower value of Kx. In fact, in the worst

case, we have: Kx

(

x(T )−XT + F̂x

Kx

)

= Fx

Kx

, leading to:

Kx ≥
|F x − F̂x|

ǫ
. (7)

We prefer this strategy, since a lower value of Kx makes the

robot softer, hence it helps in preventing disruptions of the

plastic film in case the cutter goes beyond the pallet corner

due to an overestimation of the corner position provided by

the perception system (i.e. as in Fig. 6(a)).

Note that also Kx, as already discussed for Kz , must be

kept within the interval [Kx,Kx]. Hence, we can define a

feasibility condition:
|Fx−F̂x|

ǫ
≤ Kx.

The problem of planning along Y is the result of the

same exact problem described for the X direction, in which,

however: yd(0) = yd(T ) = Y0 are the initial and final

conditions, and yd is kept constant during the cut execution.

Being the position of the cutter kept constant, the nominal

values of the external force FY can be considered zero. Thus,

in this direction the simplest solution, namely yd = Y0 and

Ky ≥ F y/ǫ is a reasonable choice as explained above (being

the nominal value of the external force is zero).

VI. CUTTER DESIGN

Taking inspiration from the strategies exploited by human

operators, we first tested existing tools, based on different

working principles, to evaluate their performance and prob-

lems (see the Appendix for more details). The objects on

which the tools have been tested are taken from the food

industry, being one of the main end-users within the EU-

funded project ILIAD a food company. The list of objects

includes cardboard boxes of different sizes, plastic buckets,

and metal cans. On the basis of these tests, we decided to

adopt a concealed round actuated blade. The protection has

been sized for two purposes: prevent the contact between the

objects and the blade, facilitate the engagement between the

cutter and the film. Furthermore, a protected blade is safer

to be used in a human-robot shared environment. The size

of the cutter is 140 × 130 × 40 mm and has been designed
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Fig. 9. Cutter Trajectory during an experiment in the incomplete top wrapping case.

in accordance to that of the best performing tools among the

tested ones. The total mass is 0.35 kg. The device is equipped

with a custom electronic board, see [17] (details can be found

on the NMMI website7).

Fig. 7 shows an exploded view of the 3-D model of the

proposed cutter. The cutter is attached to the robot via the

flange (3), that supports the housing (2) through the connection

elements (7). The frame actuation unit (1), composed of an

electric motor Maxon Motor DCX22S (12V), and provided

with a planetary gearbox GPX22 14:1, is connected to the

housing by (4) and moves the circular cutting element (9).

The adopted blade is the one of the Bosch IXO tool, with a

diameter of 60 mm a thickness of 0.6 mm. It is protected by a

frame (8) composed of two parts connected together by (6) and

fixed to (2) through the connection elements (4 and 5). Figure

8 shows the cutter prototype (left), and a version of the cutter

provided with a handle to execute the preliminary manual

experimental tests (right), the results thereof are reported in

the Appendix.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Experimental setup

We used a Franka Emika Panda8 robot with our cutter as an

end-effector. The robot is mounted on a mobile base, which

uses a lidar for self-localization [18], [19] and an RGB-D

camera for detecting the extents of the pallet. The perception

system provides a segmented point cloud of the pallet (see

Fig.9(a)). After filtering, a 2D bounding box approximation is

derived for the visible faces of the pallet (e.g. see Fig.9(b)).

To pick an initial cutting point, we currently assume to know

the wrapping typology (i.e. Case 1 or Case 2 in Fig. 5) and

the plastic film distribution. Fully automatic detection of the

distribution of the film is the subject of ongoing work.

B. Control

In Sec. IV we derived the planning algorithm for impedance

and trajectory assuming an impedance control law with a

diagonal reshaped inertia matrix. This choice was adopted

to simplify the algorithm derivation, allowing to solve three

decoupled one-dimensional problems. In practical implemen-

tation a compliance controller (as the one described below) is

often preferred because it does not require the feedback of the

external wrench. This comes with the cost of a non-decoupled

7https://www.naturalmachinemotioninitiative.com/
8https://www.franka.de/panda/

(a) The pallet Point Cloud (b) 2D Boundary box around the
top surface.

Fig. 10. Pallet information from the perception system

operational space dynamics. Indeed, the control control law

implemented on out robot9 is (see Chapter 9 of [15]):

u = g(q) + C(q, q̇)q̇ + J(q)TK(pd − p)− J(q)TDṗ, (8)

where u ∈ R
n is the control input torque, with n = 7 is

the number of joints; q ∈ R
n is the vector of generalized

coordinates; C(q, q̇) is the matrix of the Coriolis terms; g(q)
is the gravity vector; J(q) is the Jacobian of the robot, D
and K are desired stiffness and damping matrix as before;

where the damping matrix D is not a free parameter, but is

set depending on the the stiffness K. Consequently, the closed-

loop operational space dynamics is:

M(q)p̈+K(p− pd) + (D + S(q, q̇))ṗ = Fe + LTF⊥,

Lṗ = 0, (9)

where M(q) = (J(q)B(q)−1J(q)T )−1 and

S(q, q̇) = −(J(q)B(q)−1J(q)T )−1J̇(q), being B(q) the

inertia matrix. The closed loop dynamics in (9) is not

decoupled, since matrix M(q) is not diagonal in general, nor

is S(q, q̇). However, despite this difference, the experimental

results presented at the end of this section show that the

quality of the proposed strategy is not jeopardized. This

is probably due to the fact that during the trials the robot

motion was slow enough to make the dynamic coupling terms

negligible.

C. Experimental Results

To evaluate the intensity of the external forces and of the

uncertainties, and to validate the proposed planning strategy,

we report the data of one of the preliminary tests, in which a

cut along X on the top face of the pallet has been performed.

In Fig.11 the estimated forces are shown, together with p,

9code available online at: https://github.com/frankaemika/libfranka/
blob/master/examples/cartesian impedance control.cpp
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Fig. 11. The components of p and pd are shown on the left, together with
their difference, while the estimated forces are on the right. The task includes
a first part during which the cutter reaches the point on the pallet from which
the cut starts, and the cut itself begins from t = 25.47s.

pd and their difference. ∆h has been estimated equal to

0.02m, and F⊥ has been set to 10N, which is approximately

the force exerted by an item characterized by a weight of

1kg when it is put on top of another, and thus it can be

regarded as a safe bound for F⊥. Furthermore, we can say

that Fx ∈ [F̂x − 2N, F̂x + 2N], with F̂x = −1N, and that

Fy ∈ [F̂y − 4N, F̂y + 4N], with F̂y = 0. Note that, in

the worst case, |z − zd| = |z − z| = 0.04m, hence the

feasibility condition (6) is verified for Kz ≤ 250N/m. We set

ǫ = ±0.01m, both in X and Y, since imposing a lower bound

for the steady state error it would not be significant, given the

uncertainty on the pallet size information. Consequently, we

have that Kx ≥ 200N/m for (7), and, dually, Ky ≥ 400N/m.

For the experiments, Kx = 500N/m, Ky = 400N/m, and

Kz = 200N/m have been chosen. The desired trajectory has

been assigned as explained in the previous section. Note from

Fig.11 that the proposed approach enables us to keep F⊥

within acceptable values, and to keep the steady state error

along X and Y below ǫ.
Thanks to the described strategy, we are able to safely

establish a contact with the object even though its position

is not exactly known, and start the cut. Table I contains the

outcome of the 26 performed tests, 13 for the Case 1 in Fig. 5,

and 13 for the Case 2, with a duration of about 2.5 minutes

each. The cuts in Case 1 are always successful. On the other

hand, the experiments relative to Case 2 of Fig. 5 fail on three

occasions, corresponding to underestimations of the position of

TABLE I
RESULTS OF THE LATERAL WRAPPING CASE (CASE1) AND INCOMPLETE

TOP WRAPPING ONE (CASE2). THE CHECK MARK INDICATES A

SUCCESSFUL CUT, AND THE CROSS A FAILURE.

Test Case 1= 100%

001 ✓

002 ✓

003 ✓

004 ✓

005 ✓

006 ✓

007 ✓

008 ✓

009 ✓

010 ✓

011 ✓

012 ✓

013 ✓

Test ℓ̂− ℓ [cm] Case 2= 76.92%

001 1.69 ✓

002 0.17 ✓

003 -1.29 ✗

004 -0.83 ✓

005 -0.86 ✓

006 2.13 ✓

007 2.82 ✓

008 0.29 ✓

009 -1.46 ✗

010 1.3 ✓

011 -0.19 ✓

012 1.8 ✓

013 -0.69 ✗

Fig. 12. Different kinds of unwrapping manual tools: a box cutter (a), a
circular blade (b), a concealed blade (c), and a thermo-cut wire(d)

the pallet corner. The failure happens because the cutter rotates

too early, remaining stuck against the pallet top surface, as in

Fig. 6(b). This issue might be solved exploiting state of the

art algorithms (e.g. [20]) to estimate the contact point on the

cutter from contact wrench measurements. Such information

may be used to update the planned trajectory. Instead, when

the pallet corner position ℓ̂ is overestimated, the compliance

conferred by Kx results in the cutter being stopped by the

plastic film in a position suitable for the turn.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This article provides a practically working mobile unwrap-

ping system, which is an important step towards a completely

integrated solution to efficient automatic unwrapping.

In the future, the presented setup will be integrated with au-

tomatic plastic film detection, and it will be made suitable for

coping with generally structured pallets with irregular surfaces.

For this purpose, the estimation of the contact point on the

cutting end-effector, obtainable from wrench measurements,

could be used as a basis for a reactive planner able to adapt to

the irregular environment. With the insertion of such contact

sensing, the system efficiency will hopefully be enhanced

and, in view of practical applications, an evaluation of the

system throughput will be carried out in real-world scenarios.

Eventually, a range of additional application contexts will be

considered, including the possibility of using tools based on a

different cutting principle, e.g. the thermo-cut wire. Further-

more, with this respect, based on the end-user requirements,
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Fig. 13. Results of the manual tests with commercial blades and our cutter.

an additional prismatic joint located at the base of the arm

will be added. This will enable vertical movements of the arm

in order to enlarge the workspace and unwrap higher pallets.

This might imply a lower precision in positioning the robot

end-effector when the robot works at a considerable height,

which we will address by increasing the uncertainty bounds

of the pallet position. In the final version, the mobile base

will be exploited in order to enhance the performance of the

system and not only to have a relocatable unwrapping station.

APPENDIX

We describe here the results obtained testing different

unwrapping tools manually. The most common tools have

non-actuated blades to cut the wrapping films. The blade may

be linear (Fig.12(a)) or circular (Fig.12(b)), and may have a

protection in order not to damage the goods (Fig.12(c)). A

different principle is based on a hot wire (Fig.12(d)) that may

be used to weld the plastic film. In Fig.13, task pictures are

shown, ordered by the material of the palletized items and

the cutting tool that has been used, including the preliminary

tests performed using our cutter manually. The main results

are detailed in Fig. 13. We inferred that the box-cutter suffers

from problems related to the task success (sometimes it is

even difficult to start the cut), and it causes damage to the

items. The concealed blade and the circular blade show a better

behavior w.r.t. the damage to the items, but they usually do not

complete the task successfully. The thermo-cut wire, instead,

successfully accomplishes the task, though slightly damaging

the items, but it is affected by different problems including the

smell and the need for frequent cleaning. Taking into account

an application of the system to the food industry scenario, we

discarded the thermo-cut wire due to its drawbacks, which,

however, might be tolerated in other application contexts. The

design of our custom cutter is inspired by the tools in Fig.

12(b) and Fig. 12(c), with an actuated blade to boost the cut

success.
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